
2. Profit Testing of Unit-linked Contracts 

 

The cash flows related to a unit-linked policy include the unit fund（or separate 

account） and the sterling fund （or general account）. In general, the premiums 

received less deductions are invested in a fund separate from the insurance funds of 

the office. This fund is called unit fund. The money in the unit fund belongs to 

policyholders. For a unit-linked policy offering guarantees, sterling fund incomes 

come from the policyholder. The items of the incomes arise not only from the expense, 

management charges and surrender charges but also the charges arising from offering 

guarantees. In this research, we investigate how the policyholder should be charged 

for the capital supporting the guarantees using cash flow analysis. We describe the 

profit testing methodology in this section. 

 

2.1 Assumptions and Notation 

 

Suppose a unit-linked policy is issued to an insured at age . We use the following 

notation: 

x

 

   the premium paid at the start of the year t (t = 1, 2, ... , n)  tP =

   the allocation proportion in year t ta =

    =  the proportion of the premium  which is allocated to buy units tP

   the probability of death before age x tq + = 1x t+ +  given survival to age x t+    

1x tp + − =  the probability of survival to age x t+  given survival to age  1x t+ −

tkm =  the fund management charge rate in year t, which is charged to support the 

business ( such as the expenses, commission, …etc.), except the guarantee 
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cost.  

th =  the fund management charge rate in year t, which is charged due to the 

guarantee cost.  

   the total fund management charge in year t. We assume it is charged at the 

start of year after the premium is paid, and which is a percentage of the value of 

the unit fund. Thus, . 

tc =

1( )(t t t t tc F a P km h−= + + )t

   the rate of growth of the unit fund during the year ,u ti = 1t −  to t . 

   the rate of interest of the sterling fund during the year ,s ti = 1t −  to . t

tF =  the value of the unit fund at the end of year t (before payment of any 

premium then due and deduction of the fund management charge) assuming 

that the policy is still in force. 

t
F + =  the value of the unit fund at the start of year t+1, which is after payment of 

premium and deduction of the management charge,  

1 1 1 1( )(1 ( ))t t t t tF a P km h+ + + += + − + 0,1,..., 1t n, = −  

   projected expenses in year t, assuming deducted in advance. te =

  t  the reserves held by the insurer at the end of the policy year , where  is 

the initial reserves at the start of the policy. 

V = t 0V

 

2.2 Cash Flows 

 

According to the preceding notation, we will explain the cash flows of unit fund 

and sterling fund in the following. The insured pay premium  at the beginning of 

each policy year t. The proportion  of the premium is allocated into the unit fund 

and  to the sterling fund. Thus, the fund level of the unit fund at the end of 

tP

ta

(1 )ta−
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year t is as follows: 

,( 1)
(1 )t ut

F F i+− t= ⋅ +  

 

Let 1( ) ( )t t t tM t h F a P−= ⋅ + , the portion of the fund management charges due to 

guarantee in the year t. The initial fund level of the unit fund is zero, i.e. and 

. The charging rate  will be zero if the insurer doesn’t 

promise any guarantee, since the charge that comes from  is to support the 

guaranteed cost. 

0 0F =

1 1 1 10
( )(1 ( )F a P km h+ = − + ) th

th

 We assume the expenses during the policy year  are deducted at the start of 

each year, and the benefit is paid at the end of each year. Let  be the expected 

guaranteed cost in year  and  be the reserves required at the end of  

according to the reserving standard. We assume the profit is computed annually at the 

end of each year. Thus, the cash flows of the sterling fund at the end of each year t 

are: 

t

( )tGC

t tV t

 

, , 1 1( ) ((1 ) )(1 ) ( ) (1 ) ,     1, 2,...,t t t t t s t t s t t x t tCF a P e c i GC i V p V t n− + −= − − + + − + + − ⋅ =   

 

where  guaranteed cost in year t and ( )tGC = tV =  the required reserves at the end 

of year . t

 

The initial cash flows of the sterling fund is equal to 0 0( )CF V= − . 0V is the initial 

capital requirement for providing the guarantee. Note that the term of ,  

and  will be zero if there is no guaranteed benefits promise. 

th ( )tGC

tV
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2.3 Profit Measures 

 

There are many profit measures used by most life insurance companies today. The 

most common profit measure is internal rate of return (IRR). The IRR is a solved-for 

discount rate that causes the net present value of profits to equal zero. In this research, 

we use IRR as one of the basis for deciding the charge for guarantees. Suppose the 

risk discount rate is , the net present value of the profits is   j

0 1
1

1( ) ( ) ( )
1

n
t

t x
t

NPV CF p CF
j −

=

= +
+∑ t  
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